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‘Pilot’
Cara Tolmie

Performance Friday 3 July 
Exhibition Continues: 
Sat 4 - Sat 11 July 
Opening Times: 12 - 6pm Thurs - Sat

In front of, among then towards: singing. Her driving, plateau finding. 
No heat. 

Standing on something declared!

Onward to: near, close, on top of, onto plateau finding.
Evenly spread above the grouping: that one over there, the blur.
Followed by through, past to the outside (off).
And then within, behind plateau finding alongside steady grouping 
beneath.

Then coming back again in the dance. Freeing others to take it 
elsewhere. Plunge into that dance effort (half dragged). Not to be 
jumping and waiting. And then waiting (at best they’re swaying).

Gradual shifting of scene and attention during walk to. And then 
back, backwards – only now noticed.

Soon after - big slow down to entangle. Big slow back again. Backed 
up against the door till it feels all right. Fed back again until the planes 
touch, so that they can protest and scan volition.

But now to go again, out of doors. Pass before, gracefully. The 
location, approaching.

Installed outside of the motor and peeling.
Close, so very close (dissipated private). Takes them to a sort of need.
A bit dark, back on the blur of the law (redressed).
Turned inside out when going from one side to the other. Not gyrating 
above a certain peak.

Among then towards, in front of: what did you just say? (remix). Her 
steering, residual tension (goes unsaid of course).
To before and then inside and then instead of. Stand by.

Something declared! Inside Vehicle! Judge’s Chamber!

Cara Tolmie (b. 1984 in Glasgow. Lives and 
works in Glasgow and London.) 
Tolmie works across sound, voice, performance 
and film. Over the past year she has been working 
with the Chisenhale Gallery as their Neighbour-
hood Artist in Residence that culminated in a 
new performance Otiumfold in Victoria Park July 
2013. Recent solo exhibitions and events include 
Pley at Spike Island, Bristol (2013) Stages in the 
Revolution at the Whitstable Biennale with  lll人 
(2012), Myriad Mouth Line, Frieze Projects, Frieze 
Art Fair, London (2011) and Read Thou Art and 
Read Thou Shalt Remain at Dundee Contempo-
rary Arts (2011). Her work has also been included 
in numerous group events, including Vocal Folds 
at Nasjonal Museet, Oslo (2013), Deep Cuts at 
Marres, Maastricht (2012), Her Noise: Feminisms 
and the Sonic at Tate Modern, London (2012), A 
Sensible Stage at the LUX Biennial, ICA, London 
(2012) and Oceanfront Nights with Creative Time 
NYC at Art Basel, Miami (2010).


